
simple and quick to install...
practical and cost effective...
attractive and long lasting...

A quick and easy
alternative to tiles, 

Aquabord Panels
are completely

waterproof and
are designed to
transform your

shower and
bathroom walls.
With a hygienic,
durable surface

that is easy to
maintain.



simple and quick to install...

Aquabord panels are surfaced
in either a high quality laminate

or a printed PVC panel design,
and offer all the advantages
of a hardwearing decorative

surface that is easy to maintain.
Colours and designs have been

specially selected to create
a variety of bathroom and

shower enclosures to suit all
tastes. Aquabord is warm to

the touch and provides a
practical and tactile

alternative to tiles.
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practical and cost effective...

The hygienic surface of Aquabord
does not require any grouting

effectively eliminating many of the
places that germs and mould can

penetrate.

Aquabord panels are fast and easy
to install with no visible screws or

nails. Each panel is simply cut to
size and affixed directly to the wall.

Colour coded trims are used on
edges and corners, full fitting

instructions are provided.
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attractive and long lasting...
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Product Specification Laminate:
Panel size: 2400 x 1200mm
Overall thickness: 10mm
Core: Waterproof Styrofoam
Both Surfaces: Laminated, (front decorative) 

*samples available
upon request

Wet Slate Cracked Ice Classic Marble White Gloss

Midnight Galaxy Grey Mist Genova Milano Venezia

Coral

Laminate Range



simple and quick to  install...

Product Specification Tongue and Groove:
Size: 2400 x 1000mm 
Overall thickness:  10.5mm
Core: Hollow
Both Surfaces: uPVC, (front decorative) 

Due to the limitations
of the printing process
finishes shown are only
representations of  the
actual product.*
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Grey Blue Beige

WhiteBlack

Jade Rose

PVC Tongue & Groove range 



practical and cost effective...

Aquabord panels are designed
for their functionality and long

lasting properties. They offer
a stylish appearance that will

last for years with proper care.
Panels are guaranteed for 10 years.

Aquabord panels are completely
waterproof.

They are a cost effective alternative
to tiles with the added benefit of

being easy to clean and maintain.
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attractive and long lasting...

Bathroom and shower
enclosures can be instantly

transformed to create a
unique attractive finish to

your bathroom. The Aquabord
 designer collection has been
brought together to combine

natural, luxurious effects
with elegant, timeless designs.

Stone and marble effects
provide a modern yet classic

 look to any bathroom.
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